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Management dictionary meaning

A dictionary is a reference book or online resource containing a list of alphabetical words, with information provided for each word. Etymology: From Latin, to say S.I. Hayakawa Dictionary writings . . . it is not a duty to make authoritative statements about the 'true meaning' of words, but the task of recording, to the best of one's ability, what the various words meant to the author in the distant or direct past.
Dictionary writers are historians, not law enforcement. If, for example, we had written a dictionary in 1890, or even at the end of 1919, we could say that the word 'broadcast' means 'to spread' (seed, for example), but we cannot decide that from 1921 on, the most common meaning of the word must be 'to spread an audible message, etc.,' through radio transmission.' To think of a dictionary as 'authority,'
therefore, is to credit the dictionary writer with the gift of prophecy that neither he nor anyone else has. In choosing our words when we speak or write, we can be guided by the historical record given by the dictionary, but we cannot be bound by it. Looking under the 'veil,' we usually have to find, five hundred years ago, a monk; Today, we found the car engine. Stephen FryeA's dictionary is observatory, not
conservatory.R.L. Trask[T]he familiar idea that the English word exists only if 'in the dictionary' is false. A word exists if people use it. But the word may fail to appear in certain dictionary published at any given time because it is too new, or too special, or too multiplied, or too much is limited to a particular social group to get into that dictionary edition. Thomas JeffersonDictionaries is just a depositor of words
that have been let down by usage. Community is the work shop where the new ones are outlined. David WolmanMany mistakenly praised [Samuel] Johnson by writing the first English dictionary. The achievement belonged to a man named Cawdrey, who, 150 years before Johnson, published A Table Aphabetical. It's only 144 pages long and defines about 2,500 dificult words; the rest of the people just
should know. With its emphasis on improving vocabulary, Cawdrey's book is very similar to modern-day titles that help you pump your words in a way before attacking the SAT or waging war on the corporate world. Steven PinkerAlthough's dictionary is powerless to prevent linguistic conventions from changing, this is by no means . . . that they cannot declare a convention that applies at any given time.
That's the reason behind the American Heritage Dictionary's Usage Panel--which I chair--a list of 200 writers, journalists, editors, academics, and other public figures whose writing shows that they choose their words carefully. Each year they fill out questionnaires about pronunciation, meaning, and use, and report results in Usage Notes attached to entries for problematic words, including repeated changes
Decades. The Usage Panel is intended to represent a virtual community written by a careful author, and when it comes to best practice in use, there is no higher authority than that community. Keith Denning[E]ven the greatest dictionary can't capture every possible word in the language. The number of possible word combinations of word elements such as pre-, pter, and the scope and countless amounts
of speaking and writing done in English requires dictionary editors to limit themselves to listing only the most frequent words in the language, and even then, only those used over a substantial period of time. Therefore the dictionary is always at least slightly out of date and inaccurate in their description of the stock of language words. Additionally, the use of many words is restricted to specific domains. For
example, medical terminology involves a large number of words unknown to those outside the medical community. Many of these terms never include the common dictionary language and can only be found in specialized medical dictionary. David Skinner[M]y's recent affair with lexicography has made me convinced of a few things. One is that there is no dictionary that contains every word in the language.
Even an unbridged dictionary is, well, concise. Science, medicine, and technology produce gobs of words that never make it into a dictionary; many foreign words that appear in the English context are abandoned. Many words are coined all the time, whether for commercial reasons or to entertain one's friends or insult someone's enemies, and then they disappear from the record. Another is that dictionary
users and dictionary creators sometimes have very different ideas about what a dictionary is for. One might think of it as a legal code for language; others consider it a very partial report. One wants unambiguous answers about spelling and meaning as well as grammar and usage; others aim for neutrality, and the more serious he is, the more alert the person is imposing his own ideas of good English on
the language itself. R.L.G.Macmillan, a publishing company, has announced that it will no longer print the dictionary. Yet it has announced this in a tone not of sadness, but of excitement: out of print is a moment of liberation, because finally our dictionary has found their ideal medium. Michael Rundell, the editor-in-chief, makes an interesting case. Updating the print edition took five years, while new words
constantly entered the language, and existing words found new meanings. Space restrictions limit the actual value of the dictionary. And the points that support electronic dictionary are even more interesting than those printed. Hyperlink allows about related items. Audio pronunciation trumps transcription in an unclear format. Photos and even videos are snaps to include. Blogs and other meta-content
enrich the experience. Electronic electronic data has revolutionized ksisikography. Large searchable text korpora allows dictionary makers to find words and usage earlier and rarer than ever before. To have extensive, rich, and growing data go into a dictionary, and a product that is bound and static out, doesn't seem to make sense. Dave BerryIf you have a pretty big dictionary, almost everything is a word.
Ogden NashSeated one day in the dictionary I was quite tired and also quite sick easily,Because the word I always liked turned out not to be a word at all, and suddenly I found myself in between v. And suddenly in between v I found a new word which is a word called velleity,So the new word that I found is better than the old word that I lost, which I thank my tutelari god . Pronunciation: DIK-shun-air-ee In
Brazil, where paternalism and family business fiefdom are still growing, I am the president of a manufacturing company that treats its 800 employees like responsible adults. Most of them—including factory workers—set their own hours. All have access to the company's books. Most vote on many important corporate decisions. Everyone is paid per month, regardless of the job description, and more than
150 of our management people set their own salaries and bonuses. This may sound like an unconventional way to run a business, but it seems to work. Close to the financial disaster of 1980, Semco is now one of Brazil's fastest growing companies, with a profit margin in 1988 of 10% on sales of $37 million. Our five factories produce a wide range of advanced products, including marine pumps, digital
scanners, commercial dishwashers, truck filters, and mixing equipment for everything from chewing gum to rocket fuel. Our customers include Alcoa, Saab and General Motors. We have built a number of pastry factories for Nabisco, Nestlé, and United Biscuits. Our multinational competitors include AMF, Worthington Industries, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, and Carrier. Management associations, trade
unions, and the press have repeatedly named us the best companies in Brazil to work for. In fact, we no longer advertise jobs. Word of mouth produces up to 300 applications for each available position. The top five managers —we call them counselors—include a former Ford Brazil human resources director, a 15-year veteran Chrysler executive, and a man who left his job as president of a larger company
to come to Semco. When I joined the company in 1980, 27 years after my father founded it, Semco had about 100 employees, produced hydraulic pumps for ships, generated about $4 million in revenue, and teetered on Disaster. Throughout 1981 and 1982, we ran from bank to bank looking for loans, and we fought constantly, well-established rumors that the company was in danger of going under. We
often stayed all night reading files and looking for veteran executive desk drawers for clues about old contracts since they were made private and forgotten in person. Most managers and board members agreed on two urgent needs: to professionalize and diversify. In fact, these two steps have been discussed over the years but never evolved beyond wishful thinking. For two years, holding on to our
fingertips, we sought a license to manufacture the products of other companies in Brazil. We travel constantly. I remember one day being in Oslo for breakfast, New York for lunch, Cincinnati for dinner, and San Francisco for the evening. The obstacles are incredible. Our company has no international reputation — and neither does our country. Brazil's political eccentricities and draconian business
regulations have scared many companies. However, good luck and the relentless program of beating the corporate bush on four continents has finally paid off. In 1982, we signed seven licensing agreements. Our marine division—once the entire company—has now dropped to 60% of total sales. In addition, managers and directors are all professionals with no connection to the family. With Semco back on
its feet, we are entering an acquisition phase that costs millions of dollars in expenses and millions more losses over the next two or three years. All of this growth is financed by banks with interest rates that are generally 30% above the inflation rate, which ranges from 40% to 900% annually. There was no long-term money in Brazil at the time, so all of those loans had a maximum provision of 90 days. We
don't get a penny from the government or from incentive agencies either, and we never pay a dime in a graft or bribe. How do we do it and survive? Hard work, of course. And good luck—fundamental to all business success. But the most important thing, I think, is the drastic changes we've made in our management concept. Without that change, even hard work and luck can pull us through. Semco has
three fundamental values on which we base about 30 management programs. These values—democracy, for example, and information—work in complex circles, with each depending on the other two. If we eliminate one, the other won't matter. Our corporate structure, employee freedom, union relations, limited factory size — are all products of our commitment to these principles. It is never easy to
transplant management programs from one company to another. In South America, it's axiomic that our structure and style cannot be duplicated. Semco is too small, too big, too far, too young, too old, or too annoying. We might as well be too special. We do mobile manufacturing advanced technology products, and we work at the top end on quality and price. So our critics may be right. Maybe nothing we
do can be a blueprint for people However, in an industrial world whose methods show clear signs of fatigue, the benefit of sharing experiences is to encourage experimentation and plant the seeds of conceptual change. So, what the hell is this. Participatory Hot Air The first of Semco's three values is democracy, or employee employees Obviously, workers who control their working conditions will be
happier than workers who don't. Just as clearly, there is no contest between a company that buys the laborious compliance of its workforce and a company that enjoys the enterprising participation of its employees. But about 90% of the time, participatory management is only hot air. Not that intentions aren't good. It's just that implementing employee engagement is so complex, so difficult, and, not
infrequently, so frustrating that it's easier to talk about than to do. We found four major barriers to effective participatory management: size, hierarchy, lack of motivation, and ignorance. In very large production units, people feel small, nameless, and unable to exert influence on the way the work is done or on the final profit made. This sense of helplessness is underlined by managers who, jealous of their
strengths and prerogatives, refuse to let subordinates make any decisions for themselves — sometimes even about going to the bathroom. But even if size and hierarchy can be overcome, why should workers care about productivity and corporate profits? Besides, even if you can make them care, how can they know when they're doing the right thing? As Antony Jay pointed out in the 1950s at Corporation
Man, humans are not designed to work in large groups. Until recently, our ancestors were hunters and gatherers. For more than five million years, they perfected their ability to work in groups of no more than a dozen people. Then came the industrial revolution, and suddenly workers tried to function efficiently in factories that employed hundreds and even thousands. Organizing hundreds of people into
teams of about ten each can help multiple people, but there is still a limit to how many small teams can work well together. At Semco, we have found the most effective production unit consisting of about 150 people. The exact number is open to argument, but it is clear that several thousand people in one facility make individual involvement an illusion. When we made the decision to keep our unit small, we
immediately focused on one facility that had more than 300 people. The unit manufactures commercial food service equipment — cutters, scales, meat grinders, mixers — and uses an IBM MAINFRAME-connected MRP II system with dozens of terminals throughout the plant. Documents often take two days to make their way from one end of the factory to the other. Oversupply, delivery delays, and quality
issues are common. We have tried various worker participation programs, quality circles, kanban systems, and motivational schemes, all of which are down to great but lost their momentum in a few months. Everything is too big and complex; there are too many managers in too many layers who hold too many meetings. So we decided to break up the facility into three separate factories. To begin with, we
kept all three in the same building but separated everything we had receive docks, inventory, telephones, as well as certain additional functions such as personnel, management information systems, and internal controls. We also removed the mainframe that supports three independent PC-based systems. The first effect of the breakup was rising costs due to duplication of businesses and losses in
economies of scale. Unfortunately, the balance sheet chalks up items like this as liabilities, all with dollar figures attached, and nothing initially to list on the asset side but airy things like high engagement and a sense of owning. But the long-term results exceeded our expectations. Within a year, sales doubled; inventory fell from 136 days to 46; we launched eight new products that have stalled in R&amp;D
for two years; and overall quality increased to the point that the rejection rate of one-third on the federally vetted scale dropped to less than 1%. Increased productivity allows us to reduce the workforce by 32% through attribution incentives and pensions. I'm not claiming that size reduction alone achieves all this, only that size reduction is very important to put employees in touch with each other so they can
coordinate their work. The kind of distance we want to eliminate comes from having too many people in one place, but it also comes from having a pyramid hierarchy. Pyramids and Pyramid Circle organizations are the cause of many corporate crimes because the tip is too far from the base. Pyramids emphasize power, promote insecurity, distort communication, hobble interactions, and make it very difficult
for people who plan and those who execute to move in the same direction. So Semco designed the organizational circle. Its biggest advantage is to reduce the level of management to three — one company level and two levels of operation in the manufacturing unit. It consists of three concentric circles. One small, central circle contains five people integrating the company's movements. This is the
counselor I mentioned earlier. I'm one of them, and except for some legal documents that call me president, counselors are the only title I use. The larger second circle contains the heads of eight divisions —we call them partners. Finally, a third, a large circle holds all the other employees. Most of the people we exclamation are the people we exclamation point to. they do research, design, sales, and
manufacturing jobs and don't have anyone reporting to them regularly. But some of them are permanent and temporary teams and task leaders we call coordinators. We have counselors, partners, coordinators, and partners. That's four titles and three layers of management. Linchpins system is the coordinator, a group that includes all those formerly called supervisor, manager, head, or head. The only
person who reports to the coordinator is a colleague. There is no coordinator-to-other coordinator report — it is this system feature that ensures layer reduction of management. Like everyone else, we we leadership, but it's not the only thing we appreciate. In a marine pump, for example, we have an application engineer who can look at the ship's layout and then focus on one particular pump and say, That
pump will fail if you take this north of the Arctic Circle. He makes more money than the man who manages his unit. We can change managers, but this guy knows what kind of pumps are going to work in the North Pole, and it's more valuable. Associates often make higher salaries than coordinators and partners, and they can improve their status and compensation without entering the management line.
Managers and the status and money they enjoy—in a word, hierarchy—are the single biggest obstacles to participatory management. We had to get managers out of the way of democratic decision-making, and our circular system did pretty well. But we go further. We do not hire or promote people until they are interviewed and accepted by all their future subordinates. Twice a year, subordinates evaluate
managers. Also twice a year, everyone in the company anonymously fills out questionnaires about the company's credibility and top management competencies. Among other things, we ask our employees what will be taken to make them stop or go on strike. We insist on making collegially important decisions, and certain decisions are made by voting across the company. A few years ago, for example, we
needed a larger factory for our marine division, which makes ship pumps, compressors and propellers. Real estate agents searched for months and found nothing. So we asked our own employees to help, and during the first weekend they found three factories for sale, all nearby. We closed the shop for a day, piled everyone onto the bus, and went to inspect three buildings. Then the workers voted — and
they chose plants that counselors didn't really want. It was an interesting situation — one that tested our commitment to participatory management. The building stands across the street from the Caterpillar plant which is one of the most frequently struck factories in Brazil. With our own two formidable unions, we're not looking forward to a front-row seat for any labor disputes that come along. But we accept
employee decisions because we believe that in the long run, letting people participate in decisions that affect their lives will have a positive effect on employee motivation and morale. We bought the building and moved out. The workers designed the layout for a flexible manufacturing system, and they hired one of Brazil's leading artists to paint everything, inside and out, including machines. The plant really
belongs to I feel like a guest every time I come in. I don't mind. The productivity division, in dollars per year per employee, has jumped from $14,200 in 1984 — the year we moved — to $37,500 in 1988, and for 1989 the goal was $50,000. Over the same period, market share went from 54% to 62%. Employees also chose me acquisition company that I still believe we should buy. But they felt we were not
ready to digest it, and I lost my voice. In such cases, the credibility of our management system is at stake. Employee engagement should be real, even when it makes management uneasy. After all, what is the future of acquisition if the people who have to operate it don't believe it can be done? Hiring Adults We have other ways to combat hierarchies as well. Most of our programs are based on the idea of
giving employees control over their own lives. Can talk, we hire adults, and then we treat them like adults. Think about it. Outside the factory, workers are men and women who choose government, serve in the army, lead community projects, raise and educate families, and make daily decisions about the future. Friends asked for their advice. Salespeople court them. Children and grandchildren look to
them for their wisdom and experience. But as they walked into the factory, the company turned him into a teenager. They must wear badges and name tags, arrive at a certain time, queue for their punching hours or lunch, get permission to go to the bathroom, give a long explanation whenever they are five minutes late, and follow instructions without asking many questions. One of my first steps when I
controlled Semco was to abolish norms, manuals, rules, and regulations. Everyone knows you can't run a large organization without rules, but everyone also knows that most of the rules are poppycock. They rarely solve problems. On the contrary, there are usually some unclear rulebook angles that justify the worst silliness one can think of. Common sense is a riskier tactic because it requires personal
responsibility. It's true that common sense only requires a touch of civil disobedience every time someone draws attention to something that doesn't work. We had to free Thoreaus and Tom Paines at the factory and recognize that civil disobedience was not an early sign of revolution but a clear indication of common sense in the workplace. So we replace all nitpicking regulations with common sense rules
and put our employees in a demanding position using their own judgment. We don't have a dress code, for example. The idea that personal appearance is important in work — any job — is baloney. We've all heard that salespeople, receptionists, and service representatives are corporate calling cards, but in reality how ridiculous it is. Companies that need a business suit to prove their seriousness may not
have more meaningful evidence. And what customers have cancelled an order The receptionist wears jeans instead of a dress? Women and men look best when they feel good. IBM is not a great company because its salespeople dress up according to the special standards set by Thomas Watson. This is a big company that also happens to have this peculiarity. We also removed complex company rules
about travel sort of accommodation people are entitled to, whether we will pay for a theatre ticket, whether a free return call means five minutes or ten. We used to spend a lot of time discussing things like that. Now we base everything on common sense. Some people stay in four-star hotels and some live like Spartans. Some people spend $200 a day while others earn with $125. Or so I guess. No one
checks expenses, so there's no way to find out. The point is, we don't care. If we can't trust people with our money and their judgment, we sure as well shouldn't send them abroad to do business on our behalf. We've done away with security searches, warehouse padlocks, and audits of the small-cash accounts of veteran employees. Not that we're not going to prosecute criminal offenses that really trust us.
We simply refuse to embarrass 97% of the workforce to get our hands on the occasional thief or two-bit embezzlement. We encourage—we practically insist—rotation of work every two to five years to prevent boredom. We strive to provide job security, and for people over 50 or who have been with the company for more than three years, the dismissal procedure is extra complicated. On the more
experimental side, we have a program for entry-level management trainees called Lost in Space, where we employ several people each year who have no job description at all. A godfather takes care of them, and for a year they can do whatever they like, as long as they try at least 12 different areas or units. By the same logic that governs our other employee programs, we have also eliminated hours of
time. People come and go according to their own schedules — even on the factory floor. I admit this idea is hard to swallow; most manufacturers are not ready for flextime factory flooring. But our reasoning is simple. First, we use a mobile manufacturing system. In our food processing equipment factory, for example, one cell makes only cutters, the other makes scales, the other makes mixers, and so on.
Each cell is independent, so products—and their problems—are separated from each other. Second, we assume that all of our employees are trustworthy adults. We can't believe they're going to come to work day after day and sit on their hands because there's no one else there. Soon, we thought, they would start coordinating their working hours with their coworkers. And that's what happened, just more
than that. For example, one person wants to start at 7 a.m.m., but since the forklift operator doesn't show up until 8, he can't get his share. So a general discussion arises, and the upshot is that everyone knows how to operate a forklift. In fact, most people can now do some work. Unions never mind because the initiative comes from the workers themselves. It was their idea. In addition, people on the
factory floor set the schedule, and if they say that this month they will build 48 commercial dishwashers, then we can go play tennis, because 48 is what they will build. In one case, one decided to make 220 meat cutters. By the end of the month, it had completed the cutter as scheduled — except that even after repeated phone calls, the supplier still hadn't produced the motor. So two employees drove up
and talked to the supplier and managed to get delivery at the end of the day, the 31st. Then they stayed all night, the whole labor force, and finished the lot at 4:45 the next morning. When we introduced flexible hours, we decided to hold regular follow-up meetings to track issues and decide how to deal with abuse and production disruptions. That was years ago, and we haven't had our first meeting.
Hunting Woolly Mammoths What makes our people behave like this? As Antony Jay points out, the company man is a very new animal. At Semco, we try to honor the hunters who dominated the first 99.9% of our species' history. If you have to kill a mammoth or do it without dinner, there's no time to draw up an organization chart, assign tasks, or delegate authority. Basically, the person who sees the
mammoth from the furthest is the Official Sighter, the person who runs fastest is the Head Runner, whoever throws the most accurate spear is the Grand Marksman, and the person most respected and listened to is the Chief. That's all there is to it. Distributing small graphs to produce the appearance of orders will be a waste of time. It still is. There are two things that all managers have in common — a 24-
hour day and a disturbing need for sleep. Without sleep, 24 hours might be enough. With that, there's no way to get things done. After years of trying to conquer the devil's sleep and the temptation to relax, I tried the approach suggested by my doctor, who put it this way: Slow down or kiss yourself goodbye. Struck by this image, I learned to manage my time and cut my workload to less than 24 hours. The
first step is to overcome five myths: 1. The result is proportional to the effort. The Brazilian flag expresses this myth in a slightly different form. Order and Progress, he said. Of course, it must be said, Order or Progress, because the two never go together. 2. Quantity of work is more important than quality. Psychologically, this myth may hold water. Executives who put in a lot of hours can always say, Well,
they're not promoting me, but you can see how unfair it is. Everyone knows I got here at .m 8am and that my own children can't see me without an appointment. 3. Restructuring currently requires longer working hours temporarily. We think of ourselves as corks in the mountain stream to Lake Placid. But the lake in is Loch Ness. Currently, a temporary emergency is actually permanent. Stop being a cork.
4. No one else can do it right. The truth is, you can be replaced, as everyone will find within a week of your funeral. 5. This issue is urgent. Come on, let's go. The real difference between important and urgent is the difference between attention and panic. That's the myth. the myth. the second step is to master my eight medications: 1. Set an hour to leave the office and obey blindly. If you usually leave at
07.00, start leaving at 06.00. If you come home from work on weekends, give yourself a month or two to stop this evil practice. 2. Take half a day, maybe even the whole of Saturday, to rummage through a mountain of paper in your office and put it in three stacks. Pile A: Priority items that require your personal attention and represent very important things. If you put more than four or five documents in this
category and are not currently the president of your country, start again. Pile B: Items that require your personal attention, but not immediately. This pile is very tempting; Everything fits. But don't fall into a trap: Load these items under your subordinates, using a 70% test to help you do it. Ask yourself: Is there someone on my staff who can do this task at least 70% as best I can? Yes? Then the farm came
out. Whether your subordinates work too much should not weigh your decision. Remember, control your time is an exercise in selfishness. Pile C: Items included in the rubric are dubiously good ideas to look at. One of the most egregious executive errors is that you have to read a little bit of everything to stay well informed. If you limit the number of newspapers, magazines, and internal communications you
read regularly, you'll have more time to do what's important—like think. And remember the day I visited those who did not go to you. 3. In dealing with Pile A, always start with the hardest or the most time consuming. It also helps have folders for things to do before you get home that day and creates a list of things that can't be undone for more than a few days or a week. Everything else is just everything
else. 4. Buy another waste basket. I know you already have it. But if you invite me to go through the pile of paper on your desk, I can fill both in triceps. To help you decide what to throw and what to save, ask yourself the question posed by the legendary Alfred P. Sloan, Jr.: What's the worst that could happen if I threw this away? If you don't tremble, sweat, or become faint when you think of the
consequences, throw it. This second wastebasket is an important investment, although you will never be able to charge both regularly. Keep it. It has symbolic value. It will babysit your basket and act like a nanny whenever you wonder You bought it. 5. Ask yourself Sloan's questions about each lunch and meeting invitation. Don't be shy. And practice these three RSVPs: Thank you, but I can't put them in. I
can't go, but I think X can. (If you think someone should.) I'm sorry I couldn't make it, but tell me what happened. Turn meetings into phone calls or quick conversations in the hall. When you have a meeting in your office, sit at the edge of your desk, or You want to end the discussion, stand behind your desk and say, OK, then, it's settled. These tricks are rude but almost stupid. 6. Give yourself time to think.
Spend half a day each week away from your office. Take your work home, or try working elsewhere—conference rooms in other offices, public libraries, airport lounges—wherever you can concentrate, and the further away from your office the better. The point is, a fresh environment can do wonders for productivity. Make sure you bring a healthy dose of discipline, especially if you work at home. 7. About
the phone, my practical but subversive advice is: Don't return the call. Or rather, return the call only to the person you want to talk to. The others will call back. Better yet, they will write, and you can spend ten seconds with their letter and then give it to the caregiver. Two additional phone suggestions: Ask your assistant to retrieve detailed messages. Have them always say you can't take calls at this time.
(Depending on who it is, your assistant can always perform to see if you can't be distracted.) 8. Close your door. Oh, I know you have an open door policy, but don't be so literal. What I'm saying is, put ten people together, don't appoint a leader, and you can be sure that one will show up. So is a sighter, a runner, and whatever the group needs. We formed groups, but they found their own leaders. It's not a
lack of structure, it's just a lack of enforced structures from above. But back to the mammoth, why are all the members of the group so eager to do their part of the job - sightings, running, spears, heads - and to stand aside when others can do better? Because they all have to eat it after it's killed and cooked. What matters is the outcome, not the status. The company's advantage is mammoth meat these
days. And although there is a widespread view that the outcome-share is a kind of socialist infection, it seems to me that some motivational tools are more capitalist. Everyone agrees that profits should be owned by those who risk their capital, that entrepreneurial behavior deserves rewards, that wealth creation should enrich creators. Well, depending on how you define capital and risk, all this truism can
apply as much to workers as it does to shareholders. However, many benefit-share programs are failures, and we think we know why. Profit share will not motivate employees if they see it as another management gimmick, if the company makes it difficult for them to see how their own work is related to profit and to how the profits are divided. In Semco's case, each division has a separate results-share
program. Twice a year, we calculate 23% of profit after tax on each division's earnings report and provide checks to three employees who have been selected by workers in their division. All three invested money until the unit could meet and decide—with a simple majority vote—simple— Want to do with it. In most units, it turns out the same distribution. If one unit has 150 workers, the total is divided by 150
and handed over. It's as simple as that. The guy who sweeps the floor gets the same as the division partner. One division chose to use the money as funds to lend for housing developments. It was a pretty close vote, and the workers could change their minds next year. Meanwhile, some of them have already received loans and have started building their own homes. After all, employees do what they want
with money. The counselors stay out of it. Semco's experience has convinced me that revenue share has an excellent opportunity to work when it comes to broad employee participation programs, when the profit-share criteria are so clear and simple that the least talented employees can understand them, and perhaps most importantly, when employees have monthly access to the company's vital
statistics — costs, overhead, sales, payroll, taxes, profits. Transparency Many things contribute to a successful profit-share program: low employee turnover, competitive salaries, absence of paternalism, refusal to reward consolation when profits fall, frequent profit distribution (quarterly or semiannual), and numerous opportunities for employees to question management decisions that affect future profits.
But nothing is more important than those vital statistics — short, honest, frequent reports on how companies are doing. Complete transparency. No hocus-pocus, no hanky-panky, no simplification. Instead, all Semco employees attend classes to learn to read and understand the numbers, and it is one of their unions that teaches the course. Each month, each employee gets a balance sheet, profit and loss
analysis, and cash flow statements for its division. The report contains about 70 line items (more, incidentally, than we use to run the company, but we don't want anyone to think we're withholding information). Many of our executives are concerned by the decision to share monthly financial results with all employees. They're afraid workers want to know everything, like how much we pay executives. When
we had the first big meeting to discuss these financial statements with the factory committee and metalworking union leaders, the first question we got was, How much did the division manager make? We told them. They're panting. Since then, factory workers have called them emperors. But so what? If executives are embarrassed by their paychecks, that might mean they don't get it. Secret payroll is for
those who can't look at themselves in the mirror and say with confidence, I live in a system geometric scales. I spent many years at school, I have many years of experience, I am capable and dedicated and intelligent. I deserve what I get. I believe that the courage to show real figures will always have positive consequences over the long term On the other hand, we can only show the numbers that we
bother to put together, and there isn't as much as it used to be. In my view, only big numbers matter. But semco accounting people keep telling me that because the only way to get big numbers is to add a small one, produce a budget or report that includes every little detail requiring no extra effort. This is an expensive mistake and difficult to eradicate. A few years ago, US president Allis-Chalmers visited
Semco. At the end of his factory tour, he leafed through our monthly reports and budget. At that time, we had our numbers ready on the fifth business day of every month in a super-organized folder, and the numbers were comprehensive! On page 67, chart 112.6, for example, you can see how much coffee workers consumed in Light Manufacturing III the previous month. The man said he was surprised to
find such efficiencies in brazilian companies. In fact, he was so impressed that he asked his Brazilian subsidiary, an organization many times our size, to install a similar system there. For months, we walked around like peacocks, telling anyone who cared to listen that our budget system was sophisticated and that the president of Big American Corporation had ordered his people to copy it. But soon we



began to realize two things. First, our expenses are always too high, and they never go down because the accounting department is full of officers who do nothing but put it together. Secondly, there are so many numbers in the folder that almost none of our managers read them. In fact, we knew less about the company then, with all that information, than we do now without it. Today we have a simple
accounting system that provides limited but relevant information that we can understand and follow up quickly. We parse 400 centers costing up to 50. We decapitate hundreds of classifications and dozens of accounting lines. Finally, we can see the company through the smog. (As for Allis-Chalmers, I don't know if it ever adopted our old system in all its terrible completeness, but I hope not. A few years
later, he began to suffer severe financial difficulties and eventually lost so much market share and money that it was damaged and sold. I hate to think it's ours.) In setting up the budget, we believe that the flexibility to change the budget on an ongoing basis is far more important than the detailed consistency of the initial figures. We also believe in the importance of comparing expectations with results. Of
course, we compare monthly reports to budgets. But we go further. At the end of the month, coordinators in each area make guesses about units, profit margins, and expenses. When the official number came out a few days later, top managers compared it to guesswork to assess how well coordinators understood their area. What is important in the budget as well as in the report is that the numbers are
small and important and that people them with something approaching passion. Three monthly reports, with 70 items on their line, tell us how to run the company, tell our managers how well they know their unit, and let our employees know if there will be a profit. Everyone works on the same information, and everyone is looking forward to his performance with what I call strong curiosity. Employers began
hiring hourly workers during the industrial revolution. Their reasons are simple and voracious. Let's say you run out of cotton yarn at 11:30 a.m. If you pay people by the hour, you can stop looming, send everyone home, and pay only for hours actually working. You can't do anything like today. The law probably won't let you. The unions certainly won't let you. Your own self-interest will argue strongly against
it. But the system lives on. The difference between wage-earning workers and berg employee salaries is alive but not good, almost universal but very ridiculous. The new employee who lives at home and doesn't know how to boil eggs starts with a monthly salary, but the head lathe operator who has been with the company for 38 years and is a master sergeant in the army reserve is still being paid by the
hour. At Semco, we eliminated the segmentation and specialization of Frederick Winslow Taylor's work. We end analysts' wages a hundred years of solitude. We did it on an hourly basis and now give everyone a monthly salary. We set salaries like this: Many of our people belong to unions, and they negotiate their salaries collectively. Other people's salaries involve an element of self-determination. Once
or twice a year, we order a pay market survey and take it out. We tell people, Find out where you stand on this thing. You know what you're doing; You know what other people in the company make; You know what your friends at other companies make; You know what you need; You know what's fair. Come back on Monday and tell us what to pay. When people ask for too little, we give it to them. At that
point, they found out and asked for more. When they ask too much, we give it to them too — at least for the first year. Then, if we don't feel they're worth the money, we sit down with them and say, Look, you make x amount of money, and we don't think you make x contribution amount. So we find something else for you to do, or we don't have a job for you anymore. But with half a dozen exceptions, our
people always name the salaries we can live on. We did the same with the title. Counselors are counselors, and partners are partners; these titles are always the same. But with the coordinator, it so easy. Job title still means too much to many people. So we told the coordinators to create their own titles. They know what signals they need to send in and out of the company. If they want a Procurement
Manager, that's okay. And if they want the Grand Panjandrum of Imperial Supplies it's fine too. And it's all there for for Participation gives people control over their work, share of results gives them a reason to do it better, information tells them what works and what doesn't. Let Them Do Whatever They Want So we don't have system functionality or staff or analysts or anything like that. What we have are
people who sell or make, and none of them. Is there a marketing department? Not in your life. Marketing is everyone's problem. Everyone knows the price of the product. Everyone knows the cost. Everyone has a monthly statement that says exactly what each of them makes, how much bronze is costing us, how much overtime we pay, everything. And employees know that 23% of the profit after tax is
theirs. We're very, very strict about the numbers. We want them to come in on the fourth day of the month so we can get them back on the fifth. And because we are so strict with financial controls, we can be very weak about everything else. Employees can paint the walls with any color they like. They can come to work whenever they decide. They can wear any outfit that makes them comfortable. They
can do whatever they want. It is up to them to look at the relationship between productivity and profit and to follow through on it. It.
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